And the 4Paws members provide critical support for us by contributing $1,000 or more annually to the LA/SPCA!

As a 4Paws member, your gift can provide an animal in our care with:

$1,000 – Furever Friend, A full belly...
Your yearly donation can provide food for as many as 40 animals in our care. While at the LA/SPCA, we provide two full meals daily for the animals and make sure that their food needs are met as best we can.

$2,500 – Compassionate Companion, A comfortable place to sleep...
Your yearly donation can provide a comfortable bed for as many as 50 animals in our care. Rather than a cold, hard floor, we provide every animal with a bed to sleep and rest on while they are at the LA/SPCA.

$5,000 – Humane Hero, A healthy and promising life...
Your yearly donation can provide vaccinations for as many as 25 animals in our care, which is crucial to their health and wellbeing. We ensure that all animals are up-to-date on their vaccines to prevent the spread of disease and other ailments.

4Paws Membership Benefits

- Quarterly Animal Care updates
- “Behind the Scenes” tours of the Louisiana SPCA campus
- Breaking news alerts from Ana Zorrilla, CEO
- Exclusive volunteer trainings with fellow 4Paws members
- Annual Louisiana SPCA swag to show your commitment to the animals and help promote awareness
- Special invitations to exclusive events at the Louisiana SPCA led by industry thought leaders and experts
- A personal contact at the Louisiana SPCA